I. 单字选择与句型结构 (40%, 每题 2 分)
1. If you want to find a book, you can go to the ______.
   (A) theater  (B) restaurant  (C) library  (D) cafe
2. I must be on time for the appointment. ______, I might lose the job.
   (A) Unless  (B) Otherwise  (C) Anyway  (D) However
3. We ______ each other since we graduated from high school three years ago.
   (A) aren't seeing  (B) haven't seen  (C) haven't been seen  (D) won't see
4. I could have visited him if I ______ where he lived.
   (A) have known  (B) was knowing  (C) had known  (D) would have known
5. The boy loves baseball but cannot ______ a bat or a ball.
   (A) bear  (B) endure  (C) offer  (D) afford
6. David has to pay a ______ of NT$1,200 for speeding on the highway.
   (A) charge  (B) fine  (C) fee  (D) fare
7. It is not easy to get along well with a ______ person, who hardly ever changes his mind.
   (A) stunning  (B) stuffed  (C) studded  (D) stubborn
8. That is ______ what he said. I didn’t overstate it.
   (A) exactly  (B) awkwardly  (C) wonderfully  (D) steadily
9. The world was shocked by the ______ attacks on the U.S. on September 11, 2001.
   (A) terrorist  (B) vagrant  (C) forgettable  (D) wandering
10. The ______ decided to perform the operation on his patient.
    (A) service  (B) servant  (C) serpent  (D) surgeon
11. Mary can speak ______.
    (A) a good English  (B) English well  (C) well English  (D) English good
12. David is ______ TV.
    (A) watch  (B) watches  (C) watched  (D) watching
13. I’m full. I don’t want ______ more of these.
    (A) any  (B) some  (C) a little  (D) no
14. Tom was sick, so he was ______ school today.
    (A) present  (B) present to  (C) absent  (D) absent from
15. Can I ______ a look around your house?
    (A) taking  (B) takes  (C) took  (D) take
16. The weather is ______ bad that we can’t go on a picnic.
    (A) that  (B) very  (C) some  (D) so
17. The brown coat over there is ______.
    (A) her  (B) your  (C) me  (D) his
18. I haven’t seen Mary ______.
    (A) late  (B) lately  (C) last  (D) lastly
19. Is this car ______ so much money?
    (A) worth  (B) worth with  (C) worth of  (D) worth to
20. I am so _____. Would you mind giving me a glass of water?
   (A) hungry  (B) tired  (C) happy  (D) thirsty

Part II: 段落填空 (30%, 每题 2 分)

Questions 1-5
There are many ____ (1) ____ of dried fruit sold in markets, ____ (2) ____ mangos, bananas, and raisins. Raisins, ____ (3) ____ dried grapes, help protect against heart disease and other dangerous illnesses. But dried fruit contains a lot of ____ (4) ____ , so you should not eat too much. It is also very sticky, so you should remember to brush your ____ (5) ____ after eating it.
1. (A) tips  (B) tip  (C) types  (D) type
2. (A) for example  (B) such as  (C) such example as  (D) for such example
3. (A) they are  (B) because of  (C) though  (D) which are
4. (A) nutrition  (B) calories  (C) vitamins  (D) fibers
5. (A) tooth  (B) teeth  (C) foot  (D) feet

Questions 6-10
Since ancient times, humans have ____ (6) ____ to understand dreams. We spend ____ (7) ____ of our lives asleep, during which our minds actively use this time to sort out our thoughts.
   People rarely have control over their dreams. Dreams ____ (8) ____ our secret feelings, fears, and desires. Dreams are a ____ (9) ____ weapon to our souls. This is ____ (10) ____ we continue to try to analyze and remember them.
6. (A) seek  (B) sought  (C) shrink  (D) shreck
7. (A) one three  (B) first three  (C) one third  (D) first third
8. (A) conceal  (B) reveal  (C) tell  (D) speak
9. (A) power  (B) powerful  (C) powder  (D) pool
10. (A) why  (B) how  (C) which  (D) what

Questions 11-15
The first problem tourists encounter in a foreign country is that they know little about the public bus or subway system there. Therefore, they are ____ (11) ____ to take a taxi when they first arrive. In many cities, however, taxis are considered a luxury. Take New York for example; there is a basic charge ____ (12) ____ the taxi even begins to move. What’s more, it is very hard to get a taxi during rush hour. Calling for a taxi is an option, but visitors will find ____ (13) ____ easier to stop one on the street. As a rule, taxis ____ (14) ____ passengers according to the time spent on each trip. However, there are some cities ____ (15) ____ passengers pay a flat fare for a trip, regardless of the time required.
11. (A) convenient  (B) never  (C) likely  (D) continue
12. (A) before  (B) when  (C) as soon as  (D) after
13. (A) this  (B) that  (C) it  (D) which
14. (A) cost  (B) charge  (C) spend  (D) ask
15. (A) what  (B) where  (C) which  (D) when
Part III: 閱讀理解 (30%, 每題 3 分)

Questions 1-3

Michael was excited. He was waiting to go to the biggest event in his town, the annual music fair. This year, the fair had been expanded and was supposed to be the best one yet. Michael was looking forward to seeing a reggae band that his best friend, Jim, was playing in. Jim was so into reggae that he was nicknamed Bob Marley. Every year, the fair offered a wide variety of music to listen to, such as rock, pop, and classical, but Michael's favorite was jazz. With all that great music, Michael knew he wouldn't be disappointed.

1. Why was Michael excited?
   (A) He won the lottery.  (B) He was waiting for the annual music fair.
   (C) He was going to town.  (D) He was meeting his girl friend.

2. What is different about this year's fair?
   (A) It is bigger than before.  (B) It has reggae music.
   (C) It is the biggest event in town.  (D) Michael is playing in a band.

3. Why did Michael know that he wouldn't be disappointed?
   (A) Because Bob Marley would be there.
   (B) Because Jim would be there.
   (C) Because there would be great music.  (D) Because it was going to be the biggest event in town.

Questions 4-6

It is always important to wear a helmet when you ride a bicycle. If you fall, you may get hurt. Careless people who do not wear helmets can die from a serious accident. Just imagine being hit by a car when you do not have a helmet on. You can hit your head really hard! So, be careful whenever you ride a bike and keep that helmet on your head at all times.

4. Why is it important to wear a helmet?
   (A) It can save your life.  (B) It can stop you from getting hurt.
   (C) It keeps your head safe.  (D) All of the above.

5. Who can die from a serious accident?
   (A) People who wear a helmet.  (B) People who do not wear a helmet.
   (C) Smart people.  (D) Tall people.

6. Which of the following is NOT true?
   (A) People wear helmets when they ride bicycles.
   (B) You can hit your head and die if you don't wear a helmet.
   (C) People who wear helmets are stupid.
   (D) If you fall off from the bike, you can get hurt.
Questions 7-10

One day while taking a walk in the woods, I heard a cry. I thought it was the crying of a puppy caught in a trap. Before I found it, I could picture the poor creature shaking with cold, hunger, and fear. I took pity on it and ran to its place. Yet, much to my surprise, I found the crying little animal was unharmed. Next to it lay a young boy who appeared too weak to stand. I thought the boy was the puppy's master and was in need of help. However, not until I stretched out my hand to help him did I find out I was wrong again. The child told me to leave him and the dog alone. He said he was all right and that he was playing a trick on his puppy.

7. Who made the cry of pain?
   (A) The author.  (B) The small boy.  (C) The puppy.  (D) The trap.

8. According to the story, who was actually injured and needed help?
   (A) The puppy.  (B) The child.  (C) The master of the puppy.  (D) Nobody.

9. According to the story, which of the following statement is true?
   (A) The puppy was shaking with hunger.
   (B) The puppy's master was caught in a trap.
   (C) The puppy belonged to the boy.
   (D) The author was surprised to find the dog hurt.

10. According to the story, which of these is NOT true?
    (A) The puppy was not harmed.
    (B) The writer was fooled by the boy.
    (C) The boy was in pain.
    (D) The puppy could stand on its feet.